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NOTES AND NEWS
FLUORESCENCE OF MINERA].S IN ULTRA-VIOLET

RAYS*

L. J. Srnwcnn, Keeperof Minerals in the British Museum.

White light, such as sunlight, may be resolvedinto its component colors by
various methods. Everybody knows the colorsof the rainbow and the ,,prismatic
colors" producedwhen light passesthrough a prism (suchas the bevellededgeof a
mirror)-red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. These colors aie the

the ether vibrations of light and the orbits of electronswould be out of place in
this magazine.
* This article appeared
in t]oeNarurol Eisrory Magazi,ne,issued by tre British
Museum, October 7928,vol. l,pp.291-298; but as this magazinedoesnot reach
many American readersthe article is reprinted in this Journal with the author's
permission. Attention is especiallycalled to the descriptionof an exhibition case
to illustrate the fluorescenceof minerals in ultra-violet light which has attracted
wide attention. Editor.
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white light will be black in green light).

only the ultra-violet

on a large scale.

rays to pass out of the apparatus'
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While on a visit in 1924 to the famous mineral locality of Franklin Furnace in
New Jersey I was much interested in a sinple method used by the New Jersey
Zinc Company for the quick detection of willemite (zinc silicate), which is an
abundant mineral in the zinc ores at that locality. fn several of the laboratories
and offces there was fxed to the wall in a dark corner a small apparatus giving a
high-tension spark which could be switched on from the lighting circuit. A piece
of ore held beneath the spark showed up any willemite present by a vivid green
fluorescence. Some very pretty effects were obtained; for example, specks of pale
green willemite embedded in snow-white calcite glowed as brilliant green spots in a
crimson background. This simple test I thought might be applied to the zinc ores
of Broken Hill in Northern Rhodesia. In these mines there are large quantities
(over 100,000 tons) of a peculiar "yellow rock" or "yellow waste" carrying up to
33 per cent of zinc oxide, which had never been completely determined mineralogically, although in 1908 I had detected in it some obscure crystals of willemite.
These minute crystals when exposed to the ultra-violet rays showed a bright yellow
fluorescence, quite different from the brilliant green of the Franklin Furnace
willemite. Trying willemites from other localities f found that, \,shile some showed
a bright yellow or a dull dark-green fluorescence, most of them showed none at all.
Even certain types of willemite from Franklin Furnace were found to be unresponsive.
I was therefore forced to the conclusion that fluorescence in ultra-violet rays
is not a sure test for willemite, and I very soon found that the same applies to
other minerals. Some specimens of fluorspar show no fluorescence, and this is the
case with the single specimen of the Derbyshire "blue John" that I have tried, although I have been told that this variety of fluorspar shows it to perfection.
Thinking that the fluorescence might be due to traces of coloring matter present
in t}le mineral, some small perfectly colorless and water-clear crystals of fluorspar
from the iron mines of west Cumberland were tried: these displayed a very rich
and deep violet fluorescence. On the other hand, some dark-colored specimens from
other localities showed no fluorescence.
A set of twenty-three small crystals of diamond from British Guiana, selected
to show the range in color and the inclusions in the crystals, was tested in ultraviolet rays. A yellow-green octahedron gave a brilliant fluorescence of the same
color, three colorless crystals showed up a good blue, and the rest were unresponsive. Different varieties and specimens of the mineral species corundum also
gave varying results. Red gem corundum (ruby) shows a wonderful scarlet glow,
and the stone appears to be surrounded by a halo. Exactly the same efiect is shown
by the artificially made rubies, and also by red spinel of gem quality. Yellow gem
corundum gives an orange-yellow fluorescence, but the blue sapphire and the
amethystine, green, and colorless gem varieties of colundum are unresponsive.
Opals also are capricious. Only the purest of all opals, the colorless and waterclear "hyalite," was found to respond. , Specimens from Mexico and from the
Kaiserstuhl in Baden gave out a soft sap-green light; but similar specimens from
other localities refused to act.
These few examples serve to indicate that extremely variable results are
obtained, and it is therefore not surprising that there are many contradictory
statements in the literature. Many writers have remarked on the fact that they
were unable to obtain the results recorded by previous observersl and indeed in
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some cases the same experimenter has not always been able to repeat his own results, probably because he was not using the same materials and under exactly the
same conditions. The early wolkersr were placed at a disadvantage in having only
the inconstant sunlight at their disposal. Depending on the time of day or of year,
sunlight has to traverse difierent thicknesses of the atmosphere, and consequently
the absorption of the ultra-violet varies and in foggy weather is practically complete.
(For this reason a patient for ultra-violet treatment is sent to the mountains rather
than to tlle seaside). The fluorescence of any particular substance is evidently
excited by ultra-rays of a certain wave-length or over a certain range of wavelengths; and unless just the right kind of rays are present no fluorescence is produced. several writers have given glowing accounts of the behaviour of the mineral
pectolite in the ultra-violet rays. I myself have tried various forms of pectolite
from difierent localities, but always with negative results. Again, I read in a book
that asculin gives a brilliant fluorescence; but the sample that I obtained refused to
that it was an old preact (perhaps because it was labelled "esculine"-indicating
paration).
However, with a new preparation of esculin, obtained simply by
pouring boiling water on horse-chesinut twigs, the tea-colored extract showed a
beautiful turquoise-blue fluorescence in the ultra-violet.
The selection of suitable materials, or rather of individual specimens, is tlus
quite haphazard. The majority of my trials have been complete failures. A possible method would be to go round the Mineral Gallery on a dark night with a
portable ultra-violet apparatus, and so pick out those specimens which are possessed
of t}le whim to glow up. But quite likely by the morning they would have changed
their minds and then refuse to function. Time could scarcely be a factor, but they
may be influenced by light, difierences of temperature, humidity of the atmosphere,
or even by the countless "wireless" waves of all manner of wave-lengths that now
permeate everywhere. It would indeed be interesting to find a mineral, or crystal,
that fluorescesto, say, "2LO.r'
Almost without exception fluorescent substances are transparent or atleast
translucent to light. It appears to be necessary that the rays should penetrate
the substance to a certain distance for the efiect to be produced- The most iemarkable result that I have obtained is with a. blacL opaque specimen of zincblende from Tsumeb in South-West Africa. It is a piece of massive granular zinc
ore looking much like a lump of coal. This was tried because it shows in a very
striking manner the allied phenomenon of tribolurninescence (luminescence by
rubbing): when it is lightly scratched with a knife-blade it gives streaks of yellow
sparks. In the ultra-violet rays it glows with a brilliant fiery yellow like a five coal.
When the specimen is lightly touched with the finger the merest invisible trace of
the substance is picked up, but sufficient to give a good glow' Zinc-blende is quite
a common mineral, but only certain specimens from Tsumeb and a pale-colored
variety from Beaver County, Utah, have been found to show the fluorescent glow'
Some substances fluoresce only in the solid state, others only in the liquid state
t My own tests have been made under what I believe to be more constant conditions, using a Hanovia silica-glass mercury-vapor lamp at I amp6re and 220 volts,
with a dafk glass screen passing ultra-violet rays of wave-lengths about 390 to
3 10pp. These longer ultra-violet rays can pass through several layers of glass, but
f have made no quantitative measurements.
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chemically germanium is closely related to tin and prof. papish of cornell
university has detected this element in nearry alr cassiterites examined but it is
present only in traces. The search for germanium is being extended
to a number of
minerals occurring in pegmatites and veins. Thirty-four specimens
of topaz,
examined spectrographically, from twenty-seven difieient rocalities were
found to
contain germanium.
Topaz from Schneckenstein, Saxony, and frorn Zinwald,
Bohemia, contained only traces but the majority of specimens from
other rocalities
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showed quite a number of spectral lines of the element. Prof. Papish is now engaged in attempting a quanti'tative determination of germanium tn topaz'
Dr. W. F. Foshag, of the division of mineralogy of the U' S' National Museum'
has been made a corresponding member of the Sociedad cientlfica "Antonio Alzate" of Mexico.
The Roebling collection of the National Museum has acquired by purchase
an unusual platinum nugget from the Choco district, Colombia' It weighs 17t
troy ounces and shows associated chromite in numerous places on its surface.
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Mi'nutes oJ the Noaernber Meeting
A regular monthly meeting of the New York Mineralogical club was held at
the American Museum of Natural History on the evening of November 21, 1928,
About fortyunder the chairmanship of the president, Dr. Herbert P. whitlock.
five members and visitors attended.
Messrs. William P. Hewitt, J. P. H. Marker, and Leo H' Norodny of New York
City, Mr. R. C. Neuendorffer of North Tarrytown, N' Y', Col' William Boyce
Thompson of Yonkers, N. Y., and Mr. E. C. Doremus of Boonton, N' J', were
elected to membership.
Mr. Morton reported a successful Club excursion to the quarries at Paterson'
N. J., on Election Day, Nov. 6th. Over thirty persons attended and about twenty

nected with any feeder or channel of supply from below.
The origin of the ore body is very obscure. It has been ascribed to magmatic
difierentiation and also to deposition from solutions after the formation of the
quartz-porphyry.
objections to both theories were presenteil. Sinking of the surface has also been invoked by Locke to account for the unusual shape'
The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides and by a large number of specimens
of the ore. In addition to these exhibits a specimen showing parallel crystals of
rose quartz from Bedford, N. Y., was displayed by Mr. Weidhaas'
Hon.lcn' R. Br,eNr, SecretarY
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Acad.ernyof Natural Sciences, Not:ember1, 1928
A stated meeting of the Philadelphia Mineralogical Society was held on the
above date with the president, Mr. Trudell, in the chair. Twenty-seven members
and twenty visitors were present. The name of Mr. Charles M. B. Cadwalader was
presented for active membershiP.

